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CHAMOIS TECHNOLOGY 

 
 

Champion System chamois are some of the first to use a new technology founded and patented by 

pioneering Italian chamois specialist Dr Pad™. 

All Dr Pad products are developed with one aim in mind: to ensure the highest level of comfort and 

performance to accomplish amazing feats. Developed with cutting-edge technology, offering maximum 

protection and designed to meet the needs of each athlete, our pads are set to make a difference. 

Our fabrics are made entirely in Italy and consist of polyamide or polyester microfibres to ensure freshness 

and skin-friendliness. A special, highly breathable construction allows the area in contact with the skin to dry 

quickly. In addition, a bacteriostatic treatment preserves the skin’s natural bacterial flora and prevents the 

development of potentially harmful bacteria. Our top-quality foams are the most important part of pads: 

featuring high density and carrying capacity, they combine maximum protection and breathability. To ensure 

excellence, we only use OEKO-TEX® certified materials, which are tested for harmful substances and have 

been manufactured using environmentally-friendly processes. 

 

 

 

 

Referred to as CUTTING Technology, the basic process starts with a single rectangular shaped high quality 

cycling specific foam from which a special mould is made for each chamois style - this mould is what 

determines the shape and contour of the chamois. 

Dr Pad have commissioned specifically shaped moulds for Champion System use - no other manufacturer has 

these moulds so it is not an ‘off the shelf’ chamois anyone can buy. 

 house one hundred percent, which allows for excellent quality control and flexibility. We firmly believe Dr Pad 

chamois are the best on the market.   

 

 

The key features of polyurethane foam are: 

DENSITY i.e. the weight of the foam per cubic 

metre, and BEARING CAPACITY, that is its 

actual resistance to an applied load. Finally, 

RESILIENCE, which identifies the loss of load 

bearing capacity over time: a good foam does 

not flatten with use, as it preserves its flexibility 

and resistance. Dr Pad considered these three 

parameters to tailor our foam construction to 

achieve a light and breathable yet resilient and 

flexible pad.  

 

 

 

Temperature, pressure and thermoforming time are the three variables that separate a good pad from an ordinary 

one. The possibility of adjusting these parameters is crucial to getting the best out of this technology. In order to 

have full control Dr Pad has combined 30 years of thermoforming experience to develop specific machinery 

employed to bespoke a unique shape and consistency for Champion System. This process is the fundamental factor 

in achieving the compression engineered and tested for exceptional saddle comfort for variable riding conditions.  

  INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY, VISIBLE PERFORMANCE 
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The skiving process is a revolutionary cutting 
technology that won an IF Award in 2010 and still 

is the most effective technique to make an 

excellent pad.  Clean laser cut shaping ensures 

consistently crisp ergonomic 3D patterns 

distributing foam density to critical pressure 

points in the chamois for cushioning where it is 

required most.  

  

Furthermore by eliminating unnecessary parts, 

the padding is ultra light, while the reduced 

amount of material ensures maximum flexibility, 

resulting in less frictional resistance and greater 

comfort. This technology eliminates the need for 

multi-layer fabrics, and thereby improves 

breathability by achieving countless levels of 

transition densities. 

Also, there is no need for seams, which usually 

cause friction and chafing against the saddle. 

Lighter, more breathable, more comfortable.  
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We never stop seeking innovation and, like all of our top tier garments, we put our legwear through vigorous testing 

with professional world tour athletes from UAE Team Emirates and Wiggle High 5. We team up with researchers and 

biomechanical engineers to perfect the comfort and performance of the chamois to determine the best construction 

and position to suit the variety of riding conditions our uses ride our product in.  

The result of our meticulous development in padding is a chamois that is used in all of our kit by riders of the World 

Tour. There can be no better kudos then a chamois that can support the toughest cycling conditions, stage races 

and time trials in the world.   

 

 

PROVEN IN THE WORLD TOUR 

 


